The variability of gamma-ray burst (GRB) is thought to be correlated with its absolute peak luminosity, and this relation had been used to derive an estimate of the redshifts of GRBs. Recently Amati et al. present the results of spectral and energetic properties of several GRBs with know redshifts. Here we analyse the properties of two group GRBs, one group with known redshift from afterglow observation, and another group with redshift derived from the luminosity -variability relation. We study the redshift dependence of various GRBs features in their cosmological rest frames, including the burst duration, the isotropic luminosity and radiated energy, and the peak energy E p of νF ν spectra. We find that the properties of these two group GRBs are very similar, which strongly implies that the redshift derived from the luminosityvariability relation may be reliable. If this is true, then we see that the burst properties, such as their intrinsic duration, luminosity, radiated energy and peak energy E p , are all correlated with the redshift, which means that the GRBs features are redshift dependent, i.e. there are cosmological evolution of gamma-ray bursts, and this can provide an interesting clue to the nature of GRBs. Furthermore we find that the E p -L relation strongly supports the idea that gamma-ray burst emission comes from the internal shock.
INTRODUCTION
The study of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) afterglows has enable the measurement of their distances, so far GRBs are known as an explosive phenomenon occurring at cosmological distances, emitting large amount of energy mostly in the gamma-ray range (see, e.g. Piran 1999; Cheng & Lu 2001 for a review). So GRBs can provide useful information about the early epochs in the history of the universe.
Although a great achievements have been made about the GRB afterglows, we still know little about the origin of gamma-ray bursts, the reason is that the GRBs with known redshifts are relatively rare, now there are only about 20 GRBs with known redshifts, so it is difficult to do some statistics about GRBs features, such as their luminosity function, duration distribution, etc.. However, two important correlations have been discovered, i.e.
between the degree of variability of the gamma-ray burst light curve and the GRB luminosity (Ramirez-Ruiz & Fenimore 1999; Feminore & Ramirez-Ruiz 2001) , and between the differential time lags for the arrival of burst pulses at different energies and the GRB luminosity (Norris, Marani & Bonnell 2000) , although these correlations are still tentative, they offer the possibility to derive independent estimates of the redshifts of GRBs. Lloyd-Ronning & Ramirez-Ruiz (2002) have found that bursts with highly variable light curves have greater νF ν spectral peak energies in their cosmological rest frames, and this correlation reinforces the validity of the redshift estimates derived from the luminosity -variability relation.
Recently Amati et al. (2002) have reported the spectral and energetic properties of several GRBs with known redshifts, these bursts were all detected by BeppoSAX and have good-quality time-integrated spectra. So here we will compare the properties of two group GRBs, one group includes the bursts with known redshifts and well-defined spectra detected by BeppoSAX, and another group consists of bursts whose redshifts are derived from the luminosity -variability relation. We will show that the properties of these two group GRBs are very similar, and this strongly suggests that the luminosity -variability relation may be reliable, furthermore the GRBs properties are redshift dependent. Amati et al. (2002) have analysed the spectral properties of the X-ray and gamma-ray emission from GRBs with known redshifts. Those bursts were all detected by BeppoSAX satellite and have good-quality spectra. The extension of the spectral analysis to the X-ray energy band allows a better determination of the continuum spectrum, reducing the bias in the measurement of the spectral slope below the peak energy E p of νF ν spectra.
THE PROPERTIES OF TWO GROUP GRBS
In their sample total 12 gamma-ray bursts were included, however among them, there are three bursts (GRB980326, GRB980329 and GRB000214) whose redshifts are not determined accurately, only redshift intervals are given, so in our one group we ignore these three bursts, and contains the other 9 bursts with firm redshifts.
GRB temporal profiles are so complicated that, at first sight, their behavior obeys no simple rule. However, several authors have suggested that there may be correlation between the properties of burst time structure and burst luminosity (e.g. GRBs to investigate the dependence of the burst spectra on variability. The observed spectra of these 159 bursts can be well characterized by the Band function (Band et al. 1993 ), defined by a low energy spectral index α, a high energy spectral index β, and a peak energy of the νF ν spectra E p . So our second group consists of these 159 bursts with known peak energy, and the redshifts of them are derived from the luminosity -variability relation (Feminore & Ramirez-Ruiz 2001) . Fig.1 gives the GRB duration in their cosmological rest frame, T ′ = T /(1 + z), versus the redshift, where T ′ is the intrinsic duration and T is the observed duration of a burst.
The filled circles are bursts with secure redshifts estimates, while the empty triangles are bursts in which the redshifts are derived using the luminosity -variability distance indicator. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the luminosity and radiated energy of GRBs in their cosmological rest frame versus the redshift, Fig.4 shows the relation between the peak energy E p of the νF ν spectra in their cosmological rest frame and the redshift. From these figures we find that the properties of our two group GRBs are surprisingly similar, as if the group one GRBs is a subclass of group two, this strongly suggest that the luminosity -variability relation may be valid. We see that the burst intrinsic duration, the luminosity, radiated energy and the peak energy of νF ν spectra are all correlated with the redshift.
Fig .5 shows the relation between the intrinsic peak energy of the νF ν spectra and the luminosity for group one, the solid line represents the relation E p ∝ L 1/2 . Fig.6 gives the intrinsic peak energy of νF ν spectra versus the luminosity for group two, the two solid lines represent the relation E p ∝ L 1/2 . We see that the relation E p ∝ L 1/2 can account for the observed data quite well. Figure 4 . The peak energy of νFν spectra of GRBs in their cosmological rest frame versus the burst redshift. The filled circles are bursts with secure redshifts estimates, while the empty triangles are bursts in which the redshifts are derived using the luminosity -variability relation.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In previous section we have shown that the properties of our two group GRBs, one group includes 9 GRBs with secure redshifts derived from the afterglow observation, another group consists of 159 GRBs with known peak energy and their redshifts are derived from the lu- gamma-ray bursts whose redshifts are derived either from optical spectral features or from the luminosity -variability distance indicator.
From Fig.1 we see that although the distribution of the burst duration is somewhat scattering, there is still a clear trend that the intrinsic duration decreases with the redshift, if we fit a power law to the data, we find T ′ ∝ (1 + z) −0.85±0.08 . Fig.2 and Fig.3 show that the isotropic luminosity and radiated energy have a positive correlation with the redshift, excluding the 4 bursts with smallest redshifts, we have L ∝ (1+z) 2.5±0.1 , E ∝ (1+z) 1.62±0.14 . shows that the peak energy of νF ν spectra also has a positive correlation with the redshift, the power law fit is E p ∝ (1 + z) 0.76±0.07 . Fig.5 and Fig.6 show that there is a good correlation between the peak energy and luminosity for both group GRBs, and the relation E p ∝ L 1/2 can account for the observed data quite well. Up to now the location of the GRB emission site is still unsettled, although the internal shock model is thought to be more reasonable than the external shock model. Zhang & Meszaros (2002) analysed various fireball models within a unified picture and investigated the E p predictions of different models. It is well known that for internal shock model E p ∝ L 1/2 , while for external shock model E p ∝ Γ 4 , where Γ is the shock Lorentz factor. So our results strongly support the idea that gamma-ray burst emission comes from the internal shock.
Frail et al. have discussed the afterglow properties of several GRBs with known redshifts, they assumed that the breaks in the afterglow light curves are caused by the sideways expansion of the jet, and then they concluded that the GRB emission energy is nearly a constant, E ∼ 5 × 10 50 ergs (Frail et al. 2001) . However, Fig.3 shows that the isotropic radiated energy increases with redshift, so if the conclusion of Frail et al. is true, then we notice that the jet opening angle must decrease with the redshift, as shown by Fig.7 , where the data points are taken from the paper of Frail et al. (2001) . This point is very interesting, since it can put constraints on the central engines of GRBs.
Of course, it is important to discuss the role of selection effects in the data. Fortunately, this is simple for our case, since in our analysis there are two group GRBs, one group is taken from the paper of Amati et al. (2002) , and another group is taken from the paper In summary, in this paper we compare the properties of two group GRBs, one group with known redshift from afterglow observation, and another group with redshift derived from the luminosity -variability relation. We find that the properties of these two group GRBs are surprisingly similar, which strongly reinforces the validity of the redshift estimates derived from the luminosity -variability relation. If this is true, then we find that the burst properties, such as their intrinsic duration, luminosity, radiated energy and peak energy E p , are all correlated with the redshift, which means that the GRBs features are redshift dependent, i.e. there are cosmological evolution of gamma-ray bursts, and this can provide an interesting clue to the nature of GRBs. Furthermore we find that the E p -L relation strongly supports the idea that gamma-ray burst emission comes from the internal shock.
